Centricity Perioperative Clinical Documentation is built for clinicians by clinicians. Intuitive documentation features allow the Perioperative nurse to record data as it occurs in real time throughout the Perioperative care continuum, virtually automating the operating room. This feature supports the various elements of documentation requirements that a Perioperative Nurse is faced with on a daily basis such as clinical assessments, pain scores, implant tracking and resource consumption from the procedure pick list. By utilizing Clinical Pathways, documentation elements are standardized by procedure to automatically provide the nurse with valuable patient and procedure information to help streamline the documentation process through charting by exception.

**PATHWAY-BASED STRUCTURE AUTOMATES THE OPERATING ROOM**

- Tailored documentation by procedure
- Visual cues in place for required data such as surgical times, laterality and pain scores
- Pathway Management and optional templating helps nurses document only the appropriate care elements on each case
- Customizable configurations and workflows support hospital standardization efforts
- Pathways support Endoscopy, Cath Lab, Radiology and quick turnover cases
DATA INTEGRITY AND ACCURACY
• Integrated data throughout the Perioperative process provides a data flow between anesthesia and nursing documentation
• Ability to schedule possible procedures can minimize over-scheduling and post-op data entry
• Standardized documentation elements support consistency of data and reporting
• Documentation of specific patient populations and associated documentation of care helps manage regulatory agencies requirements
• Required fields ensures completion of pre-set documentation requirements
• Integrated Tissue Tracking assists in accurate documentation for acquisition, receipt, storage, and issuance of tissues
• Interfacing charge rules allow hospitals to more accurately charge for room and staff time, supply utilization and/or procedure times

FINANCIAL BENEFITS
• Reduce variability by comparing case costs by surgeon
• Quality reports help Directors increase efficiency
• Supply Consumption with Barcoding Charging and Supply Replenishment Tool supports accurate charges for supplies used on cases

GE Healthcare's Centricity Clinical Documentation is designed to meet the needs of nurses, physicians, OR Directors and CEO's by providing more accurate data, decreasing turnaround time, supporting HIPAA and Regulatory standards and enabling better business practices to cut costs.